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ABSTRACT
Although recommendations for the appropriate
analysis of non-normal and ordinal-scaled data
have appeared in the dental research literature for
many years, there is no consensus. When one is
conducting statistical tests for differences between
groups, the central concern is whether it is safe to
use parametric tests (e.g., analysis of variance), or
if only non-parametric ranking tests should be
considered. Relevant statistical and scientific
issues associated with non-normality and
measurement scale are reviewed, and three
conclusions are reached regarding the analysis of
dental data: (1) Parametric tests are sufficiently
robust relative to typical violations of normality;
(2) presumed statistical prohibitions against the
application of parametric methods to ordinal data
do not actually exist; and (3) 'ordinal' dental
indices have sufficient quantitative meaning to be
considered quasi-interval. For these reasons,
parametric tests should not be avoided; they will
be valid and usually more powerful and more
easily applied to complex designs than non-
parametric alternatives.
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Analysis of Ordinal Dental Data:
Evaluation of Conflicting
Recommendations

INTRODUCTION
S tatistical analysis is often essential to the evaluation and interpretation of

dental research, and the availability of sophisticated software has
provided this community with the ability to analyze complex data sets
efficiently and accurately. Against this backdrop of rapid advancement in
statistical methodology applicable to dental research, one is surprised to find
that a debate continues about a rather elementary concern in data analysis.

Consider the situation where two or more treatments are evaluated. A
clinical trial is performed to determine which of the treatments differs with
respect to the average treatment response as measured by a predetermined
dental index. Many such dental measures define ordinal rather than interval
scales. Higher scores indicate greater disease (an ordered relationship), but
units (e.g., the change from 0 to 1 vs. 3 to 4) may not necessarily represent
equal disease increments across the scale (an interval-scale requirement). It
is also the case that these measures often exhibit non-normal, usually
positively-skewed, distributions.

The problem to be considered here is whether such ordinal and non-
normal data can be analyzed with parametric methods such as t tests (or
analysis of variance), or whether non-parametric ranking methods are
required. While parametric analyses are often reported in the literature, this
is sometimes done reluctantly, with non-parametric analogs included for
confirmation. Occasionally, non-parametric methods are used exclusively,
even though parametric procedures are likely to have been more powerful
and, by virtue of their applicability to more complex designs, would have
provided a more comprehensive approach to the analysis.

The presumed necessity for the statistical test to be correctly matched to
the measurement scale is reinforced by numerous applied-statistics textbooks
that have included methodology-selection flowcharts. Such practice has been
more recently codified by artificial intelligence computer programs that
guide researchers to only certain permissible statistics based on the same
type of restrictive logic paths (as noted by Velleman and Wilkinson, 1993).

In addition, recommendations consistent with these proscriptions have
appeared in recent dental-statistics reviews. For example, Bulman and
Osborn (1989b), in one of a ten-part series on statistical methods published
in the British Dental Journal, state,

Sometimes, the data to be investigated do not follow any
recognized distribution pattern.. Naturally, this severely limits the
predictions that can be made about how such data are likely to
interrelate, since we have no mathematical guidelines to aid us. Analysis
of these data is still possible, but only by using what are called
distribution free or non-parametric methods of analysis...

These tests are particularly appropriate not only for data which are
markedly non-normal, but also for quantitative data such as periodontal
indices, where a subjective severity grading is assigned an arbitrary
numerical score, i.e., the severity is ordered but not quantified.
Lorton and Rethman (1990), in a statistical review that appeared in the
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A valid statistical method involves an analysis
designed for the type of data to be collected. It is important
to note that data can be transformed (for purpose of
analysis) in an interval-to-ordinal-to-nominal direction as
desired. However, the reverse process requires assumptions
which may render the results inaccurate and should not be
done as a matter or routine.

Unfortunately, the use of parametric statistical testing
on nonparametric data has become common in the dental
literature. The necessary assumptions required for such use
are seldom reported or referenced; indeed, this practice has
become so common that many times a parametric test is
used on ordinal data even when a valid nonparametric test
is available.
Later, while these authors acknowledge that parametric

tests such as '...Student's t test and the analysis of variance, are
robust' to violations of normality, they caution that, for non-
normal data:

...one may perform summary statistical analyses, as
long as both authors and readers are aware of the need to
interpret results cautiously and with some equivocation
because the probability values produced are, at best,
estimates.
This line of criticism continues in yet another statistical-

methods review published in a dental specialty-area journal
(Baumgardner, 1997). In this paper's Table 1, the use of
analysis of variance for ordinal data was explicitly defined as a
statistical error:

Ordinal variables have a set order or rank (increasing
or decreasing) without numerical attributes (i.e., none,
mild, severe)...An investigator will be led astray when
numbers are assigned to ordinal data. Instead of none, mild,
severe, the numbers 1, 2, 3 are assigned and statistical tests
reserved for quantitative data are inappropriately
performed. These numbers have no more mathematical
meaning than the word descriptions they replace...

...Quantitative data that are not normally distributed are
also not adequately described by just the mean and standard
deviation because the distribution of the data does not follow
a bell-shaped curve. Therefore, it is usually inappropriate to
use a parametric test on these type (sic) of data.
These articles caution against parametric analysis of ordinal

dental data for two distinct reasons: (a) The distributions are
(usually) non-normal, and (b) the scale is considered to lack a
numerical basis beyond that of simple rank order. While one
can identify theoretical arguments to support these warnings, it
will be shown that they are not well-founded for typical dental
data sets, and that it will almost always be reasonable and
appropriate to apply parametric methods.

THE ISSUE OF NORMALITY
For valid statistical conclusions to be reached about means by
the use of parametric statistical methods (e.g., t tests and
analysis of variance), it is necessary that the sampling
distribution of those means be normal. This will be true when
the underlying distribution is, itself, normal hence this
purported requirement. However, the central limit theorem
establishes that while an underlying normal distribution is
sufficient to guarantee a normal sampling distribution of the
mean, it is not necessary:

If a population has a finite variance a2 and mean pL,
then the distribution of sample means from samples of N
independent observations approaches a normal distribution
with variance or2/N and mean 1i as the sample N increases.
When N is very large, the sampling distribution of M [the
mean] is approximately normal (Hayes, 1963; brackets mine).
Thus, the use of non-normal data does not preclude the use

of parametric methods, as long as the sample is sufficiently
large. Of course, the critical issue is just how large the sample
must be, and this will depend upon the magnitude of the
underlying distribution's departure from normality. However,
this can be resolved by statistical evaluation, as will be shown
in the next section. What is clear is that an automatic rejection
of parametric methods because the underlying distribution is
non-normal is unjustified and inconsistent with common
statistical practice.

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
While there is a very large body of statistical literature on the
robustness of parametric tests, a few representative studies are
presented below (in chronological order) because of their ready
application to dental indices. A robust test is defined as one that
is relatively insensitive to departures from underlying
assumptions. In the present context, one is concerned as to
whether nominal and actual significance levels are consistent
when parametric tests are applied to ordinal and non-normal
dental data.

Several parametric statistics, including analysis of variance,
were studied when applied to testing differences in caries
counts among two, three, and four groups for sample sizes of
25, 50, and 100 (Glass et al., 1972). While caries counts are
interval-scaled, these distributions are relevant in that they have
extreme skewness and kurtosis. This simulation study
demonstrated that parametric methods were slightly
conservative. That is, actual p-values were less than those
nominally indicated. This state of affairs is generally acceptable
for purposes of significance testing, even though more
powerful procedures may exist.

Erickson (1973) estimated the normality of sampling
distributions of skewed OHI-S and PI distributions by
simulation and found that they are near normal for sample sizes
of 75 to 100, and sometimes not for sample sizes of 25 and 50.
However, this approach to determining robustness is limited in
several respects: (a) A departure from normality, as detected by
a goodness-of-fit test, may not translate into meaningful
reductions in robustness (e.g., it might be inconsequential, or it
might lead to a conservative test which might be pragmatically
acceptable); (b) different forms of detectable departures studied
may not have equal effects on robustness; and (c) the
magnitude of detectable departure would change with the
sample size. For these reasons, these findings may not be
particularly relevant, though the author's analysis of the
relevant issues anticipates the current discussion.

The performance of the independent samples t test was
studied (Heeren and D'Agostino, 1987) when applied to ordinal
data with 3 (0, 1, 2), 4 (0-3), or 5 (0-4) discrete outcomes, in
samples of size 5 to 20 (sometimes unbalanced), for a wide
variety of skewed and symmetric non-normal unimodal
distributions. Their methodology was based on the complete
enumeration of the sampling distributions and comparison of
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actual significance levels with those expected if data followed a
normal distribution. The general finding was that actual
significance was found to be close to nominal values. (Similar
conclusions were reached when t tests were applied to binomial
data; D'Agostino et al., 1988.)

The robustness of the t test was evaluated by simulation
when applied to data typically observed in dental calculus,
plaque, and gingivitis trials with sample sizes (sometimes
unbalanced) ranging from 5 to 50 (Sullivan and D'Agostino,
1992). The distributions studied were modeled as normal
except with imposed floor effects where as many as 50% of the
subjects had scores of 0. In addition, t tests on both final scores
and on differences between final and baseline scores were
evaluated for the null condition and several effect magnitudes.
Across all conditions, the t test produced significance levels
very close to nominal values.

Combined, these papers indicate that, for typical
distributions of dental variables, and for studies with typical
sample sizes, parametric tests are robust and provide
significance levels which are consistent with nominal values.
Parametric tests will be valid (actual P usually < nominal P)
when the null hypothesis is true. Because they are recognized
as usually more powerful than non-parametric analogs,
parametric tests are more likely to reject the null hypothesis
when it is false. From a purely statistical standpoint, there is
little to preclude the application of parametric tests to non-

normal dental data.

THE ISSUE OF MEASUREMENT SCALE
The more interesting problem centers on whether it is
appropriate to apply parametric methods to ordinal-scaled data.
The central point here is that this issue should exist out of
concern for any meaning that might be derived from testing
information represented within a particular measurement scale
and not with the statistical model itself. As noted by Thomas
(1985), confusion about this may have started with Siegel's
(1956) often-cited reference on non-parametric methods. Siegel
states that one of the conditions 'which must be
satisfied...before any confidence can be placed in any
probability statement obtained by the use of the t test, are...4.
The variables involved must have been measured in at least an

interval scale....'. While reference to a 'probability statement'
implies a statistical problem, Siegel seems to reject this when
he later notes that 'All the above conditions [except (4), which
states the measurement requirement] are elements of the
parametric statistical model' (brackets his). At least one

contemporary biostatistics textbook (Daniel, 1995) continues to

reference divergent opinion about whether 'different statistical
tests require different measurement scales' without a clear
recommendation.

Many writers have attempted to clarify the fact that there is
no inherent statistical invalidity in the application of parametric
methods to ordinal data (e.g., Anderson, 1961; Gaito, 1980;
Armstrong, 1981). The association between measurement
scales and permissible statistics, as originally implied by
Stevens (1946) in his nominal-ordinal-interval-ratio scale
taxonomy and extended by Siegel (1956), is viewed as

incorrect by these authors, though widely held in certain
research communities. Gaito (1980; cf Townsend and Ashby,

1984; Michell, 1986) says it most emphatically: 'In
mathematical statistics literature one will not find scale
properties as a requirement for the use of the various statistical
procedures. This requirement was merely a figment of the
imagination of a number of psychologists because of a

confusion of measurement theory and statistical theory.
Statistical procedures do not require specific scale properties.'
Velleman and Wilkinson (1993) reviewed the relationship
between measurement scales and permissible statistics in great
historical detail and concluded that while measurement theory
is important in interpreting statistical analyses, fixed
prescriptions about appropriate methods raise many problems
that can 'lead to bad data analysis and bad science'.

In the present context, the fumdamental issue is whether it is
empirically reasonable to represent aspects of dental diseases
on quantitative scales with interval-type features. Baumgardner
(1997) holds the position that conducting quantitative tests on

the numbers 1, 2, and 3, which have been assigned to the
qualitative categories of none, mild, and severe, is improper.
This might be true if the underlying disease exists only as none,
mild, and severe. But actually, it is not unreasonable that dental
disease might exist on an interval-type continuum, even if some
scoring may depend on binary events (e.g., bleeding). And the
fact that clinicians and researchers choose to represent areas

along this continuum with qualitative descriptors, or choose to

define cut-points consistent with their ability to detect changes
in disease status reliably, does not detract from that. It seems

that if clinical scientists believe that they have constructed a

useful measurement scale, with implicit interval properties, it is
improper to invoke criticism without strong scientific evidence
to the contrary.

The issue is scientific, not statistical, and concems whether
a particular dental index is functionally meaningful in an

interval-quantitative sense, e.g., whether a change from 0 to 1
is approximately as important as one from 2 to 3. Perhaps this
question should best be left to substantive experts in the various
clinical disciplines. In this regard, it is enlightening to peruse
many of the papers that were presented at two separate
conferences that considered, in part, statistical issues in the
analysis of periodontal diseases (Chilton, 1986, 1992). Many
divergent opinions were held about how these periodontal
indices might be analyzed with parametric vs. non-parametric
methods, which ranged from advocating the necessity for non-

parametric methods to the recommendation that parametric
approaches be used. But it was unclear if advocates for non-

parametric methods were responding to scientific issues or to

what they perceived were statistical requirements.
In a general discussion in the 1992 conference, it would

seem that, at least among members of one group considering
the issue, there was acceptance of parametric approaches as

appropriate: 'It [the parametric method] is still very robust...If
there is a validity to the scales that people are

using...then...parametric procedures are certainly safe to use'

(Chilton, 1992; discussion remark attributed to D'Agostino, p.
376, brackets mine).

Many dentally related scales have apparently been created
in such a manner that they may be considered as quasi-interval.
Researchers have implicitly done so when they average sites to

arrive at whole-mouth scores, which they believe are

empirically meaningful in evaluating changes between groups
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of patients, or within patients over time. Clearly, number
assignments were not arbitrary. Constructors of these indices
could have chosen numerical values corresponding to none,
mild, and severe, of 0, 1, and 100 (an equivalent ordinal scale).
But they didn't, for the obvious reason that this alternate scale
would be inconsistent with their quantitative representation of
what is meaningful. Thus, these clinical researchers have in
mind a measurement scale that clearly has interval properties,
even if these properties are only approximated and arrived at
without an objective measurement tool.

Finally, it is necessary to re-consider findings from the
simulation and complete-numeration studies, described in the
Empirical Evidence section, in the context of this
measurement-scale issue. It had been found that parametric
tests applied to ordinal data sets resulted in actual significance
levels which were acceptably near nominal values. That being
the case, they are as valid as non-parametric methods (there is
no inflation of type I error) and are likely to be more powerful.
For standard cases in dental research, then, there actually is no
motivation for using non-parametric methods. Kingman puts it
very well: 'I think we are fooling ourselves by believing that
we do much better by using a non-parametric test over the more
simple-minded parametric test. Non-parametric statistical
methodologies are interesting and fascinating to develop and
use, but I think in practical situations their use is no more than
wheel-spinning' (Chilton, 1992; discussion remark attributed to
Kingman, p. 375).

THE RELATED ISSUE OF DATA TRANSFORMATION
Means and variances, reported on an original scale, are often
adequate for descriptive and interpretive purposes. However,
when data are non-normal or when there are large differences
in variances between groups, non-linear transformations (e.g.,
taking the logarithm or square root of each data point) can be
used to re-express the data so that distributions are more
consistent with parametric-test requirements. Dawson-
Saunders and Trapp (1994), reflecting an opinion that is
common in statistical practice, accept that this is sometimes
necessary and also indicate that non-parametric tests can be
used as alternatives to these transformations. Of importance to
the present discussion, these authors do not propose that non-
parametric tests be used as remedies for non-interval data; they
have not accepted the Stevens-Siegel measurement scale-
statistical test typology. In fact, they explicitly advocate (in
their Appendix C flowcharts) parametric statistical tests for
both numerical and ordinal data except when n < 30 and the
data are not normally distributed. Their estimation of limits to
parametric robustness (n must be greater than 30) is reasonable
(though perhaps conservative in relation to dental simulation
studies), and their position regarding testing of ordinal data is
consistent with those expressed here. On the other hand, it is
interesting to note that some previously referenced authors
who have argued against parametric tests being applied to
ordinal data have also advocated the use of non-linear
transformations (e.g., Bulman and Osborne, 1989a; Lorton and
Rethman, 1990). As will be shown, there is inconsistency if
one holds both these positions simultaneously.

Transformations other than linear (i.e., adding a constant
to each value or multiplying each value by a constant) will
differentially expand or condense portions of the scale. Under

such interval-impermissible transformations, the new scale
would be considered only ordinal (relative to the original
scale), and the parametric tests for which the transformation
was originally undertaken would therefore be precluded.
Harshbarger (1971) confirms the same sort of concern for
analysis of transformed scores that have been leveled against
parametric analysis of ordinal data: 'The major difficulty with
such a procedure lies in trying to make sense of the
transformed scores.'

Of course, this argument is never invoked, and various non-
linear, monotonic transformations are routinely used prior to
parametric analysis to improve distributional structure.
Harshbarger anticipates the position advocated here when he
notes that one must depend on interpretive skill within the area
of interest. The implicit rationale must be that the transformed
scale is scientifically and empirically meaningful, and this is
precisely the justification for undertaking parametric analysis
on raw data that are not entirely interval to begin with.

It might be reasonably argued that an original measurement
scale and a transformed scale might both be (locally) interval
and that parametric tests are appropriate for either. However,
only one scale can be recognized as scientifically most
meaningful, and the other scale becomes (almost magically) no
more than ordinal within that scientific context. One of the
arguments that have been used to bolster the logic of non-
parametric tests for analysis of ordinal data is that statistical
results would be invariant under any monotone change of scale.
But the accepted use of non-linear transformations
demonstrates that even for interval scales, there is no
invariance apart from that derived from careful consideration of
scientific meaning. Again, it is the relationship between
measurement scale and scientific meaning that is the pre-
eminent concern; statistical method should not be blindly
dictated by a typology of scales.

A BRIEF COMMENT ON NON-PARAMETRIC TESTS
Some proponents of non-parametric alternatives to the t test,
such as the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test (WMW), have based
their recommendation on the 'fact' that such ranking tests do
not require assumptions about underlying distributions-that
they are distribution-free. However, this immunity applies only
to testing the global hypothesis that distribution functions for
populations are identical. While differences in distribution
functions often imply a difference in medians, for which the
WMW is an unbiased and consistent test, any conclusion about
means would require that all other aspects of population
distributions, including shape and dispersion, be identical
between groups (Conover, 1980). While a discussion of non-
parametric theory is beyond the scope of this paper (including
detailed consideration of how well different non-parametric
procedures account for ties, for small sample sizes, and for the
underlying variables being continuous vs. ordinal categorical),
it is clear that the safe haven from distributional concerns is not
as safe as is sometimes promised, and comes at a cost with
respect to actual hypotheses tested.

CONCLUSIONS
For the analysis of dental indices, even those that are not
normally distributed, parametric methods are generally valid,
usually more powerful, and always more versatile than non-
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parametric altematives. Routine rejection of parametric tests
because data are non-normal ignores the documented
robustness of these methods under common design features of
dental research. Rejection of parametric tests because data are
ordinal is not required by statistical theory. Selection of
appropriate statistical methods should not be dictated by
measurement-scale typology but should be guided by careful
evaluation of the scientific meaning and the empirical value of
those measurements.

Non-parametric tests remain valuable tools that might be
used in certain situations where there are very small samples
and extreme non-normality.

DISCLAIMER
The views expressed in this article are those of the author and
do not reflect the official policy or position of the Department
of the Navy, the Department of Defense, or the US
Government.
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